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SAINT ANGELA SCHOOL 
ALTERNATIVE LEARNING PLAN ASSIGNMENTS 

Week of April 14 – April 17, 2020 
 

Teacher Dr. Farina        Grade 6th 
 
The Alternative Learning Plan Assignments listed below will facilitate continuous uninterrupted learning with 
assignments based on the academic standards promulgated by the State of Illinois and the Archdiocese of 
Chicago. Scholars are expected to complete the assignments as described, and submit them when they return 
to school. That date has yet to be determined. Each Sunday around 5:00 PM, beginning on March 15 until 
school resumes, your scholar’s Alternative Learning Plan Assignments will be posted on our school website. 
Parents, thank you in advance for your kind and generous assistance in extending learning into the home 
during this very difficult and trying time. Be safe and God bless! 
 
Reading:  
 Independent Reading: Log into your Commonlit.org. account.  Your articles for this week are 

posted to begin on Tuesday, April 14th. Again, to assist you this week, I have activated the 
guided reading questions for this week’s article.  Complete the guided questions before 
attempting the assessment questions.  At the end of this week, I will be monitoring your 
progress. As I have been doing all along, I will take your highest scores for a two week period and 
record your scores in Power School.  If you have additional articles that you have not completed 
on your home page, take this opportunity to complete those articles, too. Be aware that the due 
date for this week’s assigned article is Thursday, April 16th. Try your best to get the article 
completed by that time.  If you are having difficulty answering the assessment questions, 
remember to apply the It Says, I Say and So reading strategy. I want you to note the action and 
the object in the questions before your search for your evidence in the text to support your 
answer, then compare your answer to the M/C options. Remember you can follow the same 
process, minus the comparison component for your short student response. As I have been 
viewing your short responses and the results of your M/C questions, I have noticed that some of 
you are not applying the “It Says, I Say and So in your answer choices or your short student 
written response.  Please read the teacher responses that I have included with your scores, so 
that you can improve your performance for this week’s submission. 

 
 Skill Study - Making Inferences When Reading: We will continue with the study of the reading 

skill of making inferences from text.   
Review the Guidelines below before completing another Making Inferences in Reading 
lesson. 
Guidelines  

• Never lose sight of the available information.  As much as possible, base your 
inferences on the facts.  

• Use your background information and experience to help you in making inferences. The 
more you know about a subject, the better your inferences are likely to be.  So, keep in 
mind that if your background in an area is weak, your inferences maybe shaky.   
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• Consider the alternatives. Don’t simply accept the first inference that comes to mind.  
Instead, consider all of the facts of a case and all the possible explanations. 

Making Inferences in Reading 

Directions:  Read the following passage and put an (x) on the three inferences that can most 
logically be drawn from it.  

 Early one morning, a man was walking along a sandy, deserted beach. At least he thought it 
was deserted. As he glazed ahead of him, he noticed that there was another human figure in sight. It 
was a boy who kept bending down, picking something up, and throwing into to sea.  He repeated the 
movement again and again and again. 

 As the man drew near, he saw that the sand surrounding the boy was covered with starfish 
that had been washed in by the waves. It was these stranded starfish that the boy was throwing into 
the water. 

 “Why are you doing that?” the man asked. 

 Not pausing, the boy replied, “the tide is going out, and the sun is rising. Soon the heat will be 
too much for the starfish, and they will die.” 

 The man shook is head tolerantly. “My dear boy,” he said. “there are miles of beach and 
hundreds, maybe thousands of starfish. You can’t save them all. What you’re doing can’t make a 
difference!” 

 The boy listened politely, then picked up the next starfish and threw it in the water. “It makes 
a difference for this one,” he answered. 

___ 1.  The boy knows he cannot save all the starfish. 

___ 2. The man believes that the boy’s efforts are admirable. 

___ 3. Many starfish will die despite the boy’s efforts. 

___ 4.  Starfish are very close to extinction. 

___ 5. The man decides to help save some of the stranded starfish. 

___ 6. The boy believes that a little help is better than nothing. 

 
 Vocabulary Study:  We are again working with the program Flocabulary. Since we cannot share 

this lesson in person, I have cut and pasted the lyrics of The Ballard of Ron & John below, so that 
you can see the focus vocabulary words in context. Use the lyrics of the rap to help you identify 
the meaning of the focus words.   

 
 The Ballard of Ron & John  

Once upon a time, far away some place, 
Two princes got up in each other's face. 
Sir John hated Sir Ron and so he vowed , 
And promised to fight him till he was in the ground. 
Sir Ron, in turn, loathed  Sir John, 
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Hated him like Eminem hates his mom. 
They were treacherous , neither one could be trusted, 
Ron would give you hot dogs and steal the mustard. 
That provoked , brought about a response from John, 
Who hit Ron's arm hard like a ping-pong ball. 
Ron retaliated , got back at him fast, 
Broke his arm, now Sir John's wearing a cast. 
But this wasn't the last; there were subsequent  fights, 
More that came after, so for hundreds of nights, 
There was a siege  on Ron's castle, 
John surrounded it, and attacked it from every angle. 
 
I've seen fire, and I've seen rain, 
I've seen joy and I've seen pain, 
But it seems to me, there just might be a way… 
 
Now this is fishy like halibut, a trick that was elaborate , 
Worked out with great care and detail. 
John rolled a rock to collide  with Ron's car, 
Hit the side and hoped he died. 
But Ron found sanctuary  in a sanctuary, 
Found safety in a holy room, you know me? Good. 
Then Ron decided to do the same thing, 
He launched a series of operations, a campaign . 

Then he did something severe and drastic , 
Launched bombs to attack, John launched bombs back. 
They didn't think about the effect or consequence  
Of their actions, so guess what happened? 
The end seems inevitable , sure to occur, 
Ron and John both died, but why? 
Before you find yourself in this kind of predicament , 
This bad situation, you better think on it… 
 
I've seen fire, and I've seen rain, 
I've seen joy and I've seen pain, 
But it seems to me, there just might be a way… 

Directions:  The new focus words below are from the rap, The Ballard of Ron & John.  
Either on Word document or on a sheet of notebook paper with the usual heading 

drastic   treacherous  loathe   subsequent  sanctuary  

predicament retaliate  elaborate provoke   inevitable  

siege 
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number from 1 – 11. Using context clues from the text and the completed table from 
March 30th lesson, match the focus word in the textbox to the appropriate picture.  

  
Picture #1 

 

Picture #4 

 
Picture #2 

 

Picture # 5 

 
Picture #3 

 

Picture # 6 

 

Picture # 7 

 

Picture #10 

 
Picture #8 

 

Picture #11 
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Picture #9 

 

  

 
 
Social Studies: 
 Before spring break, I made the Social Studies textbook available for pickup from 

the school cafeteria.  I labeled each textbook with a student name.  If you have not 
already done so, please pick of your textbook on the days that Mr. School has 
designated on the School Parent Blast. 

 In your World History textbook, please read pages 223, 224, and 225.  As you read 
these pages, I want you to create two column notes like the one below on a word 
document or a separate sheet of paper. 

 For each subtitle above, supply the main idea and supporting details 
 

 Under the table you create, number from 1 to 5.  In full sentences answer the questions below. 
1.  In the two sculptures we discussed in the last two lessons, focused on women in Greece. 

What is different about who filled the roles in the Greek Dramas? 
2. Name the two forms of Geek drama and describe how they are different? 
3. A quote on page 224 states, “Greek artists aimed to capture the ideal in their work.” Ideal 

meaning the perfect form. Using the sculptures of Ancient Greek Adolescent Girls at Play and 
Ancient Greek Girl Athlete, how would you apply this ideal to these two sculptures? 

4. How are the principles of Greek sculptors and architects similar? 
5. Where do you see these Greek columns in the city of Chicago? 

 
Teacher Comments:     

 Week of April 14th – April 17th:  I will be again sending an individual email to all of you.  I 
want to emphasize that I have been tracking the work that you submit to me and I will begin to 
enter grades into Power School this upcoming week.  In tracking your work, I see that I have 
some students who have submitted little to no work.  I also have missing assignments on 
commonlit.org.  You need to complete your work and submit to me.  I have the work from 
March 30th to April 3rd posted on Google Classroom, so you can still submit work through 
Google Classroom.  The 6th grade code is Zq5d2by. 
 

Subtitle Main Idea and Supporting Details 
Drama  
Tragedy and Comedy  
Sculpture  
Architecture  
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 To join the Google Classroom:   
 You go to glassroom.google.com.  
 A pop-up will appear, click ok 
 A list of all your accounts will appear, click on your St. Angela 

gmail account. 
 A blank screen will appear, in the upper right-hand corner you 

will see a (+). Click the (+) 
 Click join class 
 Type in class code 
 Select join 
 You will then be signed into 6th grade reading google classroom 

 
If you cannot get into Google Classroom, then email your work at mfarina@saintangela.org. 
Students who have been doing their work on Google Docs and sending me an email has worked 
out well. Continue to submit your work in that fashion.  I will be holding a 6th grade reading 
Zoom classroom meeting on Thursday, April 16th, at 9:00am.  I will be sending each of your 
parents an invitation to that meeting soon. 

  
 

mailto:mfarina@saintangela.org

